The IEC 60309 is ideal for light industrial applications that require international compliance.

Ratings:
- Electrical standards: IEC 60 309 -1, -2, -4
- Moisture and dust resistance: IP 69K, UL 4X, 12K
- Housing: UL 746C f1, UL 94V0

SAFETY
- Proven performance
  Brand of choice with more than 30 years of global experience.

- Added safety measures
  Equipped with a double cable clamp system to prevent cable detachment.

- Safe connections
  Mechanical interlocks guarantee no access to plug insertion or removal until the power is off.

DURABILITY
- Designed for durability
  Self-extinguishing UV resistant thermoplastic polyester (PBT) grade Valox® 357 material used for housings.

- Superb ingress protection IP69K
  Rated for high temperature and pressure wash-down.

- Lasting components
  Highly resistant to chemicals like mineral and organic acid, organic solvents and petroleum.

- Reinforced for high current reliability
  Fiberglass-reinforced nylon material for sizes between 60A–125A used for contact carrier.

PERFORMANCE
- Continuing operation
  Self-cleaning design keeps the connection resistance on the lowest level, reducing down time.

- Long lasting
  Accurate contact pressure over time.

- Resilience
  Corrosion-resistant steel screws provide clamping pressure over time.
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